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Leaning toward the dark side since 1976 
Lett it or 
How are you? No, really, I feel like we never 
talk anymore. You know, just because we 
don't see each other on a weekly basis, that 
doesn't mean we can't keep in touch over 
the summer. 
So, tell me, what've you been up to? 
Seen any good movies lately? Okay, 
okay ... enough about you already! Sheesh, 
can't an editor get a word in edgewise 
around here? No wonder we stopped hang-
ing out-it's always you, you, you. 
Oh ... what have we been doing? I thought 
you'd never ask. 
Submission Guidelines 
Opinions Editor Colin Miley experi-
enced a parenting milestone recently when 
his son went away on a class trip. Those of 
you familiar with "The Way Things 
Sometimes Are" that dealt with Colin's 
son's arm injury will know to arm them-
selves with Kleenex before entering the 
Opinions section this time around. 
].]. McCullough, everyone's favourite 
rascally, young fascist (no condescension 
intended), went on a politically themed 
vacation to our nation's capital. Wow, even 
his vacations are conservative. The point, 
however, is that he had a great time, learned 
a lot, and we are all very proud of him for 
being chosen to go. And now you can read 
all about his adventures in this issue's 
"Right Hook." 
As for lain Reeve, our A&E Editor, he 
went to the first midnight showing of the 
latest Star Wars flick-for details, visit this 
month's A&E section and check out his 
review. For all the nerds in the house, 
there's also a new A&E feature called 
"Blast From the Past," in which lain gets 
his lightsaber in a bunch over a 1978 Star 
Wars Holiday SpeciaL 
In other OP news, Features Editor 
Kevin Welsh has been taking time to stop 
and smell the roses. And the tulips, and the 
sweet peas, and all the other flowers in this 
year's Communities in Bloom competition. 
Oh, and also in Features, News Editor 
Brandon Ferguson fmds religion-and a 
free lunch with Hare Krishnas. Then, over 
in Sports, a patriotic Darren Paterson pre-
pares for Canada Day by tallying up the 
best and worst moments in Canadian sport. 
As for me, well, I've been taking it easy. 
You know, maxin' and relaxin' and the like. 
I went to the racetrack for the first time 
and won on my first-ever wager (way to go, 
No Sox Fox!). What can I say? I guess there 
really is nothing I can't do. Oh, and I also 
went on a long and eventless road trip to 
Regina where I saw two dead deer, a bunch 
of relatives, and the Queen of England. 
Pretty exciting, huh? There's plenty more 
where that came from, but I don't want to 
intimidate you with my thrill-a-minute 
lifestyle so I'll hold off till next month. 
In the meantime, feel free to let us 
know how your summer's going. We'd love 
to hear from you, so drop us a line at oth-
ereditor@yahoo.ca if you want to chat. 
And don't forget, we're· still hiring, so if 
you think you can keep up with the whirl-
wind antics of the Other Pressers, by all 
means, c'mon down. And don't forget, 
have a fabulous Canada Day, everyone! 
-Amanda Aikman, Managing Editor 
The weekly deadline for submissions is Wednesday for publication 
the following Wednesday. Letters to the Editor, vacant sections, 
and "time-sensitive" articles (weekend news, sports, and cultural 
reviews) will be accepted until Saturday noon and can be submitted 
to the editor at othereditor@yahoo.ca 
All other submissions should be forwarded to the appropriate 
section editor. Please include your name, phone number/ email 
address, and word count, and submit via email as an MS Word.doc 
attachment to the attention of the appropriate editor. 
News 
fergie1 b@telus.net 
Opinions 
opinionsubmit@hotmail.com 
The Other Press is Douglas College's 
autonomous student newspaper. 
The Other Press is run by a collective 
and is published weekly during the fall and 
winter semesters, and monthly (as a maga-
zine) during the summer. 
We receive our funding from a student 
levy collected every semester at registration, 
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_ ... 
A&E 
aeditor@gmail.com 
Features 
krwelsh @canada. com 
and from local and national advertising rev-
enue. The Other Press is a member of the 
Canadian University Press (CUP), a cooper-
ative of student newspapers from across 
Canada.We adhere to CUP's Statement of 
Common Principles and Code of Ethics-
except when it suits us not to. The Other 
Press reserves the right to choose what to 
Sports 
ddp20@hotmail.com 
publish, and will not publish material that is 
racist, sexist, or homophobic. Submissions 
may be edited for clarity and brevity if nec-
essary. 
All images are copyright to their respec-
tive owners. 
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The Other Press Mailbag 
Dear Other Press, 
I, like the person who wrote to you last month, am an Irish 
Canadian. But, thankfully, that's where our similarities end. 
I was not at all offended by your use of the word "Paddy" in 
the St. Patrick's edition of the Other Press. Nor were any mem-
bers of my large, first generation Irish family. If anything, as 
Irish people, we were offended by the fact that another Irish 
person would take offence from the OP's Irish content. We 
thought it was great that you even bothered to have a St. 
Patrick's Day issue, since over here our holiday often tends to 
get overlooked in the Halloween/Christmas/Easter shuffle. 
I just wanted to let you know that there are a few "Paddies" 
out here who responded to your theme issue with the good 
humour in which it was undoubted.Jy intended, and look for-
ward to reading next year's edition. 
Come the 17th of March each year, my family is the first to 
embrace the campiness of modern-day St. Patrick's celebra-
tions. We wear the big, goofY Guinness hats and the "Kiss Me I'm 
Irish" pins, we pucker up for novelty Blarney Stones, and we 
good-naturedly make and take comments about potatoes, 
snakes, and leprechauns. Oh, and we'll glad.Jy drink any of you 
Canucks under the table-just name your poison, whether it's 
Guinness, whiskey, or even cheap, watered-down, novelty green 
draft. 
We are not embarrassed of who we are, we embrace our cul-
ture and we appreciate that you have, too. So, whether you're 
Irish in blood or simply Irish in spirit, come on Other Press, "Say 
it once, say it loud, we're Paddies and we're proud!" 
Sincerely, 
B. Corchrane 
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fverybody Wins When You Vote 
Brandon Ferguson, News Editor 
W hat may blow most about BC politics is the voters' necessary indecisiveness. 
Ultimately, we all end up voting for our 
third choice. I hate the Liberals, due to 
their Alberta-esque cuts to all things pub-
lic-sector; I loathe the NDP, for forever 
taking money from the rich and giving it 
to the unionized poor; I despise the 
Greens, for never ever doing a damn thing 
except get in the fucking way. Do I vote 
Liberal for the sake of an economy I've 
flection? Whuh? 
been excluded from? Or maybe NDP, for 
the sake of a post-secondary education 
that just ended? Or how about a throw 
away vote to support the budding 
Greens-not because they can lead, mind 
you, but because they've earned the right 
to lose with dignity? · 
In one of the most heavily sedated 
election campaigns ever, every party man-
aged to get what they wanted out of 
British Columbians. The Liberals hoped 
to hold on to power: they did. The NDP 
hoped to make a strong showing: they did. 
The Greens hoped to do fuck all and cre-
ate a litany of what-ifs and if-onlys: they 
did. 
For the first time in my life, I voted 
Green. What'd it do? It gave me a reason 
to be mad that up to 12 ridings-and the 
outcome of the election-went Liberal 
and not NDP. The Greens screwed it up 
for the NDP just like the Liberals used to 
when the Social Credit party was the dom-
inant party. Since 1933, New Democrats 
have held the premier's office three times. 
Always the bridesmaid but never 
Frankenstein's bride. 
In 2001, the NDP were rightfully left 
with only two seats out of a possible 79. 
The Greens got over ten percent of votes 
in that election. In this most recent orgy 
fxam·weary Students in BC fxpress Different Takes on Politics 
Jonathan Woodward, CUP British Columbia Bureau Chief 
VANCOUVER (CUP)-Students in 
British Columbia who kept their heads 
down writing exams for the past month 
were shocked to look up and see political 
turmoil. 
The explosive testimony from an 
inquiry into the sponsorship scandal in 
Montreal is tarnishing the Liberal party's 
brand name as far out as BC, at the same 
time the BC Liberals were losing 31 seats 
in the provincial election. 
Some students should have been pay-
ing closer attention. 
"Sponsorship scandal?" said a bewil-
dered University of BC evolutionary 
biology student, Momoko Price. "I 
thought Jump Rope for Heart was doing a 
good job." 
Others believe there is a connection 
between the embattled federal Liberals 
and BC's Liberal party, which sits to the 
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right of the political spectrum compared 
to the province's other main political 
party, the New Democrats. 
"I don't want to vote Liberal after 
this," said Rob Wallet, an engineering stu-
dent. "I'm looking at voting 
Conservative-does BC have a 
Conservative party?" 
Learning the ins and outs of a political 
system that has different layers of govern-
ment is too much for people who don't 
have time to distinguish the provincial-
election hype from the federal-election 
hype, he said. 
Camille Johnson, a UBC philosophy 
graduate, disagrees. 
"The provincial Liberals' record will 
speak for itself. Whether that's a good or 
a bad thing, I'll let you decide," Johnson 
said. 
"I don't really care either way. Stop 
of democracy, the NDP gained over 30 
seats (up to 33), while the Greens 
dropped a percentage of support (down 
to nine). 
Of the 31 lost seats for the Liberals, 
two defeats came at the hands of Douglas 
College's two main outposts, New 
Westminster and Port Coquitlam-Burke 
Mountain, where NDPers Chuck 
Puchmayr and Mike Farnworth won 
respectively. Of course, the Coquitlam 
campus may actually be just over the line 
that extends-pinkies out-into the 
hoity-toity riding of Port Moody-
Westwood, where the bourgeoisie refused 
to bounce lain Black, their BC Liberal 
benefactor. In which case: you've all dis-
appointed me terribly, David Lam. 
In his victory speech, Gordon 
Campbell believed that the BC voters 
delivered a clear mandate to keep the 
course because "the plan is working," as 
well as a message that he's a douche bag, 
as evidenced by the party's heavy losses. 
Campbell, who is the first premier to 
be reelected in fickle BC since 1983, lost 8 
cabinet members. 
"Some who served with us in the last 
legislature have not been successful 
tonight," he told the last of his countless 
pre-organized pro-Liberal crowds of the 
campaign, from his Point Grey headquar-
ters. ''They were the women and men who 
decided they were going to restore British 
Columbia's sense of hope." 
Yes, Gordo. Somewhere an angel cries. 
For her part, NDP leader Carole James 
quoting me," she added. ''And you can 
quote me on that." 
After she had been apprised of the 
sponsorship scandal's details, Price had a 
different opinion, one supporting the fed-
eral NDP leader for making deals with the 
sponsorship-plagued Liberals. 
"I admire Jack Layton for pushing pol-
icy above everything else," the 
couldn't have been more ecstatic with the 
second-place finish, treasuring defeat like 
a Canadian in international sports. 
"There will be a lot more New 
Democrats standing strong, speaking up 
for their communities and holding the 
government accountable," she told a 
crowd in her jubilant concession speech 
from the Victoria-Beacon Hill riding she 
won handily. "Things are going to be very 
different in the legislature." 
Then there were the Greens. Oh 
Lordy, the Greens. Despite proving her 
worth in the televised debate, and running 
a full slate of candidates in all 79 ridings, 
Adrianne Carr couldn't conjure up even 
ten percent of the vote. Still, the crushing 
taste of defeat couldn't wipe the shit-eat-
ing grin off Carr's face as she 
congratulated Campbell and James for 
good, hard-fought campaigns. The 
Liberals-whose business-first approach 
has made a mess of fish stocks, mountain-
sides, and coastlines-and the NDP-
whose constant upstaging and minimizing 
insured that the Greens would be looked 
upon as spoilers-were heard to utter a 
collective "huh?" 
The Single Transferable Vote (STV) 
also went down to feet, narrowly missing 
the 60-percent mark required for adop-
tion by three points. What does that mean 
to the future of BC politics? Who cares? 
The sun has given me a mandate to get 
outside and play. 
evolutionary biology student said. "I'm 
glad he's sticking to his guns and actually 
making a difference--even if he has to be 
manipulative to do it. 
"Even if there is a scandal, I'm still 
scared of the Conservative party's designs 
for Canada on gay marriage and rights," 
she said. 
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News Wears Short Shorts 
Don't Hate the Playa, Hate The Game 
Brandon Ferguson, News Editor 
With the whole world, or at least the US, or at least 
the mentally deficient portion of the US, having 
completely forgotten about Osama bin Laden, Abu 
Musab al-Zarqawi has become the new bad boy on 
the block. According to some militant websites, he 
recently suffered severe head wounds in western 
Iraq, in addition to the leg he supposedly lost fight-
ing in Afghanistan. Of note, he also sits when he 
pees and giggles when he farts. 
Zarqawi, whose bin Laden beef was quashed 
when the crown prince of terrorism ordained him 
as the leader of Al Quaida's Iraqi faction last year. 
In a taped statement, bin Laden ordered all Muslims 
to follow Zarqawi's lead as the prodigal head rapper 
of the region. Since then Zarqawi, or 50 Zent to his 
peeps, has orchestrated countless attacks and bomb-
ings. He was also the originator of the taped 
beheadings. 
Reports of Zarqawi's wounds, I'm afraid, were 
greatly exaggerated. 
In a 17 -minute tape, released last week, Zarqawi 
claimed to be fit of mind and sound of soul, and 
certainly in possession of all his limbs and digits. 
'~fter the information according to which I was 
seriously wounded," he spat with thug-like elo-
quence, "I want to reassure you that all this is pure 
rumour and totally unfounded." 
US intelligence (Ha!) has since confirmed the 
authenticity of the tape, and the voice is Zarqawi's. 
Of course, this was made obvious at the end of the 
tape when Zarqawi announced: "Death to America, 
death to the infidels, and death to The Game." 
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Sainthood! Get Your Red Hot 
Sainthood! 
CF Miley, News Shorts Guest Star 
After receiving the nod as the new 
pope last month, Benedict XVI said, 
'~fter the great Pope John Paul II, the 
cardinals have elected me, a simple 
humble worker in the Lord's vine-
yard." With Benedict's subsequent 
announcement that he will be fast 
tracking the beatification of John Paul 
II, it's beginning to look like the new 
pope's been drinking from the same 
chalice that JP II gulped during his 
reign. 
Under JP II, becoming a saint in 
Catholicism became easier than ever, 
with literally hundreds of people mak-
ing the cut. Christ, more people were 
named saints under JP II than were 
elected to the Baseball Hall of Fame. 
While the hall in Canton, Ohio, con-
tinues to hold onto some of its 
mystique, achieving sainthood has 
become easier than scoring on Uncle's 
Day at a whorehouse with a pocketful 
of cash. 
n Wolf in Versace Clothing: 
Belinda stronach crosses floor, 
bums Conservatives 
CF Miley, News Shorts Guest Star 
In a surprise move last month, MP 
Belinda Stronach emerged from a 
dinner with Paul Martin at 24 Sussex 
Drive as a Liberal. Stronach later 
admitted that Mr. Martin, "really got 
things cooking" during the meal. 
"Paul's culinary craftwork is often 
overlooked by negative people want-
ing to focus on scandals and politics," 
Stronach said patting her belly for a 
bevy of reporters. "He made this 
duck thing, with this sauce, ohhh, I'm 
salivating just thinking about it. Paul's 
cooking is better than sex with Peter 
MacKay," she continued. ''When I 
saw that seafood platter for two, with 
Mahi Mahi and everything, I knew I 
just had to be a part of his party." 
Stronach's defection came at a 
critical time for the Conservatives 
It takes three confirmed miracles 
to become a saint. Did JP II revive the 
dead? Heal lepers? Cook a great flam-
be!? I can't seem to remember ever 
hearing about JP II committing acts 
of a miraculous nature. Unless you 
consider turning a blind eye and mov-
ing priests from one parish to another 
after they've diddled little boys mirac-
ulous. What's miraculous to me is that 
more people didn't end up talking to 
God collect from a jail cell after the 
with a looming budget 
vote that was expected to 
trigger a federal election. 
With Stronach on board, 
the Liberal budget looks to 
be a lock to pass. 
Asked to comment on 
her new-found Liberal 
ideals, Stronach again 
returned to talk of her 
now infamous dinner with 
the Prime Minister. "There 
was a choice of soups, one 
with asparagus, another 
with a chicken-stock base 
and a hint of rosemary. I 
can't believe Paul Martin 
isn't running the kitchen at 
a trendy Manhattan eatery. 
He's that good." Stronach 
paused to dramatically lick 
her lips for reporters, 
wheeled around, and 
promptly took up her new 
cabinet post as minister of 
human resources. 
tales of decades of abuse began to 
leak out. 
If the avalanche of posthumous 
press on JP II is to be believed, maybe 
popes are like exes; they look better in 
the rear-view mirror. Then again, 
maybe not. 
Is Benedict XVI talking about the 
same guy that's been pope during the 
last three decades? The man who 
presided over the world's largest 
organized religious body, adhering to 
anti-birth control doctrines while the 
world's population continued to esca-
late at alarming rates? The same man 
who refused to recognize that con-
doms prevent AIDS, while the third 
world, in particular Africa, continues 
to lose a generation to the disease? 
What is it about dying that makes a 
person suddenly saintly? 
Granted, JP II believed what he 
preached. He stuck to his edicts even 
though Catholicism was becoming 
nothing but an overused punch line to 
jokes worldwide. But sainthood? 
C'mon Benedict, it's about time to 
reinstall some tougher standards for 
sainthood. If not, could Saint Pete 
Rose be far behind? 
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n Story for My Son 
The Way Things Sometimes nre 
CF Miley, Opinions Editor 
M y son, Hayden, went on his first journey away from his mom and dad last week-a 
seven-day trip to the Queen Charlotte 
Islands with his class. I was concerned 
about how he'd fare; he's only been 
cool going for sleepovers for the past 
six months or so. I was assured that he 
was doing fine by a group email that 
arrived every two days during the week 
he was gone. There were no teary 
phone calls, no desperate messages to 
come to the Charlottes and retrieve 
him, nothing to indicate trouble. 
I could tell he'd missed us when we 
picked him up at the airport-he was 
huggy and tired. I opened his journal 
when we got home, expecting to read 
about adventures and happy times. On 
the first page, right under the messages 
of love and encouragement from his 
mom and me, was scrawled the follow-
ing message in my son's telltale print-
ing: "I hate this place. I wish I was at 
home." I kept reading until the woe 
of his little broken heart was too 
much to take. 
In response to my boy feeling so 
alone last week, this week's ''The Way 
Things Sometimes Are" is dedicated 
to Hayden. I know how you felt; I've 
been there mysel£ 
I remember my first day of pre-
school. My mother had briefly 
explained the concept to me the week 
before, promising, ''You'll get to play 
with all sorts of other kids. It's going 
to be fun. You'll love it." I remember 
worrying that I was going to be all 
alone. My mother repeated her manta 
of "It'll be fun" several times in the 
days leading up to my first day. 
The fateful morning for me to 
begin my 14-year descent into memo-
rization, regurgitation, and mediocrity 
finally arrived. My stomach felt like I'd 
swallowed a medicine ball. I sat 
stunned as the eight cylinders of out 
'77 AMC Matador belched great puffs 
of black smoke into the carport. I was-
n't a religious child, but that morning, 
in a striped shirt and brown corduroy 
pants, I prayed. 
"Please, God, let her change her 
mind." We pulled out of the driveway. 
"Please. Please, please, please, pretty 
please with sugar on top, make her take 
me back home." We passed through a 
couple of lights and turned onto the 
road that led to Blacklock Elementary 
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School. "Please, God, I'll be good. I 
promise. Let us get a flat tire. I'll mind 
my manners. Please stop this car, God. 
Please." We were in the parking lot and 
my mom finally pulled the hulking car-
beast to a stop. Apparently, God didn't 
care about my manners all that much. 
Blacklock. Elementary. School. 
Even the name terrified me. Black-as 
in Black Death, black plague, and the 
blackness of pure evil. Lock-as in 
once you're locked in, you can kiss your 
little blonde-haired, green-eyed ass 
goodbye. I burst out crying like I'd 
never cried before. 
The women from the Wailing Wall 
in Jerusalem would have applauded the 
depths of my suffering had they been 
there to bear witness. Instead, the 
applause came in the form of two 
sharp handclaps from Mother. 
"Enough!" she fmally yelled after her 
battery of "things Colin likes to hear" 
ran out. It was only years later, over 
Sunday dinner, that I learned that my 
mom had seriously considered quitting 
her job and home-schooling me during 
those awful minutes. Instead, she spat, 
"Get your ass in there!" with the 
resolve of a mother running late. 
It was a classic match-up--"I don't 
wanna" vs. ''You bloody well better." 
She pleaded. I resisted. She ordered. I 
clung to her leg for dear life. After sev-
eral embarrassed sideways glances from 
other parents and promises of 
favourite dinners to be cooked, ''You 
bloody well better" finally won out in a 
landslide of kicking limbs and blood-
curdling screams. My mom scooped me 
up, carried me into the classroom, 
plunked me down, and left. After a stu-
dent teacher took me for a drink of 
water, a tiny one-armed girl named 
Pamela came over and sat down beside 
me. "It's okay," she said. "I was scared 
my first day too." She was right; it was 
okay. She let me touch the silver hooks 
on the end of her prosthetic arm after 
telling me she was born that way. We 
even got to finger-paint and everything. 
You're never alone, Son, it just feels 
that way sometimes. The memories and 
experiences of the last week will stay 
with you your whole life. I bet you 
became better friends with Miguel, · 
Chris, and your other buddies during 
your week away. Just remember, your 
dad loves you more than all the stars in 
all the skies, even when I can't be there 
to tell you in person. I'm proud of you 
for sticking it out. Way to go, Hayden. 
Way to go. 
Pass the Water, 
Please! 
Kat Code, OP Contributor 
A hh, summertime. Beaches, BBQs, cute boys with no shirts walking around ... summer is definitely my 
favourite time of year. 
For most of us, summer means getting 
outside, whether it's going to the beach, jog-
ging along the seawall, or chillin' on a patio 
with a cold beverage-preferably an alco-
holic one. And when you mix physical 
activity, or drinking, or both, with hours 
spent under the summer's hot sun, it can 
only lead to one thing: dehydration. 
We all know that the common cure for 
dehydration is water. We probably all know 
that we're supposed to drink at least eight 
glasses of water per day. And most of us 
know that we don't drink enough water, even 
as we fuel our mornings with caffeine and 
celebrate the weekends with booze, which 
only complicates the matter further. But are 
we all aware of the array of health com-
plaints that can be attributed to dehydration? 
Lack of energy is one of the most com-
mon ailments that can be cured by simply 
drinking more water. High blood pressure 
and fluid retention are also attributable to 
dehydration. There is also a range of pains 
associated with not drinking enough water to 
meet your body's demands. Migraine 
headaches are the most common of these, 
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usually associated with being hung-over. 
Arthritic p"ain, lower-back pain, and the 
chronic pain associated with fibromyalgia 
can all result from not drinking enough 
water. 
Water is essential for healthy digestion, 
and drinking enough of it ensures you will 
digest your food properly and not get 
heartburn in the process. Not drinking 
enough water lowers your metabolism by 
about three percent, which doesn't trans-
late well for the waistline. Keeping your 
gut well saturated also keeps you regular. 
I'm sure even the most unpredictable of 
us would agree that this is one area where 
it's good to be regular. 
Which reminds me of this one sum-
mer I spent working at an archaeology 
camp where the cook didn't use salt in our 
food. Not being one to add salt to my din-
ner, I learned the hard way that it's 
important to balance that precious elixir, 
water, with enough salt to prevent it from 
just flushing straight through you. It took 
me four painful days to realize the source 
of my discomfort. 
If you find yourself complaining of 
any of the above problems, try drinking a 
glass of water before you turn to the aid 
of painkillers, antacids, or diuretics. It's 
cheaper, much better for you, and if it 
doesn't work, there's no harm done. 
Here are a few more reasons to inspire 
you to stay hydrated: water helps maintain 
healthy teeth and bones and proper mus-
cle tone, it's good for the complexion, and 
it can help control your weight. It can 
even turn a frown upside down by elimi-
nating an irritable mood. 
So get out there, enjoy the sun, work 
up a sweat, and even pour yourself a beer. 
But don't forget to make up for it by 
drinking more water. Add some ice cubes; 
spruce it up with a wedge of lemon, a 
sprig of mint, and a little umbrella. 
Meanwhile, I'll be at the beach, soaking up 
the sun, and-you guessed it--drinking 
plenty of water. 
Shades of Gray Dominate Science 
I n a world where things are usually presented as either good or bad, us versus them, or black versus white, 
complicated issues about science and 
nature can leave the public confused, 
ambivalent, or both. And that's not good 
for anyone. 
It's human nature to categorize. Our 
ability to group a complicated array of 
items and issues into conceptual cate-
gories helps us understand the world and 
enables us to strategize and perform com-
plex tasks over time. At its most basic 
level, it has helped us survive. 
One way to describe this ability is 
"framing." Frames are like mental short-
cuts that take advantage of what we 
already know to categorize new informa-
tion. The media take advantage of this 
inherent desire to categorize complicated 
issues quickly by presenting them in black 
and white terms. Politicians tend to do the 
same thing, presenting issues as though 
there are really only two choices-the 
right one and the wrong one. You're either 
with us or against us. 
But nothing in nature is simple. Take 
the confusing issue of global dimming. 
Most people already know about the 
problem of global warming-pumping 
out heat-trapping gases into the atmos-
phere has put the planet's greenhouse 
effect into overdrive. As a result, we've 
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disrupted our climate-leading to rising 
temperatures, shifting weather patterns, 
and an increase in extreme weather 
events. 
Global dimming, on the other hand, is 
another phenomenon referring to the 
amount of sunlight penetrating the 
atmosphere. This amount has actually 
decreased by about five percent since the 
late 1950s because of all the light-block-
ing soot we've been putting in the air 
from fires, smokestacks, and tailpipes. But 
lately, studies have shown that the earth is 
actually brightening again-most likely 
because the amount of pollution in the 
atmosphere has dropped since the col-
lapse of the Soviet Union. 
That's good news-at least at first 
glance. Unfortunately, scientists also tell 
us that without this pollution in the air, 
more light and heat will get to the surface 
of the earth. And since we have more 
heat-trapping gases in the atmosphere, 
that heat will tend to accumulate-thus 
potentially making global warming worse. 
Then again, that extra heat and sunlight 
might also increase evaporation and cloud 
formation, which could increase global 
dimming once again. It's complicated. 
Climate contrarians-people who 
insist that, despite all the evidence, global 
warming is an urban myth-like to use 
this sort of complexity as evidence that 
scientists don't really understand our cli-
mate. In reality, it just doesn't boil down 
into a neat sound bite. Our climate is a 
very complex system that is influenced by 
a number of "climate forcing" mecha-
nisms, including greenhouse gases and 
aerosols like soot in the atmosphere. 
There's no shortage of challenging sci-
ence topics-from climate change to stem 
cell research, cloning, euthanasia, and 
more. Genetically modified crops are 
hardly discussed in North America, where 
they are widely grown, but they have been 
hotly debated in Europe because they are 
created using a radical new technology, 
and many people feel that they should 
undergo rigorous long-term testing 
before being released into the environ-
ment. 
However, genetic modification could 
also be beneficial. Farm research in China 
on a genetically modified rice with built-in 
pest resistance has found that this partic-
ular variety can slightly improve yields. 
More important, it can greatly decrease 
the amount of pesticides farmers use. 
This seems like a great win, but no one 
knows how long this pest resistance will 
last, or if it will cause any other health or 
environmental problems. And how does 
this system compare to organic farming, 
which uses no chemical pesticides and 
also has strong yields? Again, there are no 
easy answers. 
Our tendency to frame complex issues 
as either good or bad is convenient, but 
it's preventing real debate from taking 
place. The sooner we stop trying to over-
simplify these issues and develop a 
common language to discuss them, the 
better off we will all be. 
Take the Nature Challenge and learn 
more at www.davidsuzuki.org 
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No "i" in Team: 
Making minority government work 
Left Overs 
lain Reeve, OP Columnist 
W hile it was tempting in this issue to talk about the miracu-lous survival of the Liberal 
government, the defection of Belinda 
Stronach, the impressive showing by the 
DP in the provincial election, or the 
implications of the STV vote, I prefer to 
look to the future. As the federal Liberals 
have managed to survive, for the summer 
at least, and as future attempts at toppling 
the government seem unlikely in light of 
the recent by-election, parliament is going 
to be attempting to do something that it 
has not yet done effectively: function. 
I was pleased to see the government 
survive-if for no other reason than that 
I believe it has not been given a reason-
able chance to fulfill its purpose of 
serving the Canadian people. Something 
that has been forgotten by every party at 
one point or another is that parliament is 
there to enact policy to further the well-
being of Canada, not to advance the polit-
ical agendas and egos of Mr. Layton, Mr. 
Harper, Mr. Duceppe, or Mr. Martin. 
While one can never expect Mr. Duceppe 
to do much to further the good of 
Canada, the party's other leaders should 
be ashamed of themselves. While one 
may detect a note of authenticity in Paul 
Martin's desire to wait to hear the full 
Gomery report before calling an election 
so Canadians can make a reasoned and 
non-hasty decision, waiting no doubt bol-
sters the chances of Liberal survival in a 
winter election. Meanwhile, the NDP has 
done its own fair share of high profile 
maneuvering, most notably the budget 
deal. While many, especially in the 
Conservative camp, have called this irre-
sponsible dealing on the part of the two 
parties, another way of looking at it is as 
compromise and deal making, something 
necessary in a minority government, 
something Conservatives fail to under-
stand. 
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It's hard to deny that the most obtru-
sive party in this parliament has been the 
Conservatives. Of course, this only start-
ed after poor press for the Liberals drove 
up Conservative approval ratings. They 
suddenly turned from supporting a budg-
et with considerable concessions made to 
get them on board, to trying to force an 
election at any cost. 
The tactics used were downright 
deplorable. They dragged testimony from 
witnesses such as Chuck Guite into ques-
tion period as gospel truth, when only a 
month before, they were saying that such 
witnesses could not be trusted. They 
accused Paul Martin of pushing the budg-
et vote back in hopes that the health of 
their ill members would fail, when they . 
knew full well tradition would see a 
Liberal sit out for every Conservative not 
present in the house due to illness, some-
thing which did happen the day of the 
budget votes. Worst of all, the 
Conservatives closed the doors of parlia-
ment for three days, claiming the 
government was illegitimate. I may be 
crazy, but my definition of legitimacy 
tends to revolve around the will of the 
Canadian people as determined by an 
election, not the moral judgments of 
Stephen Harper. 
I think the most indicative thing the 
Conservatives have done over the past 
month was to call the NDP-Liberal budg-
et arrangement a back-room deal. Big 
words coming from a party that can only 
find allies with separatists who seek noth-
ing more than the failure of the image of 
federalism. Perhaps they would have been 
happier with the budget had they contin-
ued their support for it. The NDP deal is, 
more or less, the Conservatives' fault. The 
labeling of a mutual agreement to pass a 
budget as a back-room deal shows that 
the Conservatives are more concerned 
with forming government than they are 
with doing what is best for Canada and 
accepting their role as an opposition party, 
as elected by the Canadian people. 
Other so called back-room deals in 
Canada's history of minority govern-
ments include universal health care, 
Canada Pension Plan, student loans, and 
other programs instituted in five years of 
coalition between Pearson's Liberals and 
Douglas' NDP in the '60s. So you may 
choose to believe Conservatives who call 
minority governments dysfunctional, or 
you may choose to look at them as unique 
situations that force parties to actually 
cooperate on legislation rather then letting 
one party dictate the agenda for four or 
five years. Some of the best legislation in 
Canadian history came out of cooperative 
minority governments that balanced the 
ideas of all parties, and thus all Canadians, 
not just those fortunate enough to have 
voted for the ruling party. 
The Conservatives would do well to 
remember this should they win the next 
election. They will certainly find little 
cooperation from the NDP and Liberals 
after the obtrusion they caused in this par-
liament. They will quickly see the Bloc 
harder to work with when their goal is not 
governmental collapse, since the two par-
ties diverge significantly on policy. That is, 
unless the Liberals and NDP are gracious 
enough to recognize the job of parlia-
ment and cooperate with a party that 
refused to do the same for them. I suspect 
they will if it comes to that. 
I hope parliament convenes after the 
break with cooperation on their mind. 
Otherwise, this risks becoming one of the 
worst governments in Canadians history, 
something that--especially in a minority 
situation-reflects poorly on every mem-
ber in the house. 
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North nmerican Integration Getting Closer, but no Thanks 
I am writing this mere hours after returning from a week:long stint in Ottawa, as a participant in the 
Triumvirat project; the first ever North 
American Model Parliament. There have 
been model versions of the UN, the 
Canadian Parliament, the US Congress, 
and countless .... others. The forum I partic-
ipated in was unique in that it was one of 
the first times a group had established a 
model government program that was not 
designed to be a mock-up of any current-
ly existing body, but rather a fantasy vision 
of something that could potentially exist 
in the near future. 
The program was the brainchild of a 
Montreal-based North American think-
tank known as FINA, or the Forum on 
North American Integration. The FINA 
people have long advocated that our con-
tinent take a more European approach to 
decision-making, and eventually organize 
into some sort of EU-like supranational 
federation. Canada's former ambassador 
to the United States, Raymond Chretien, 
has been one of the more prominent 
members of FINA as a follow-up to his 
time in office, during which he often 
made headlines as an outspoken advocate 
of EU-style arrangements for North 
America. In recognition, FINA made 
Chretien President of the Triumvirat 
forum, with the hopes that if young peo-
ple could successfully manage a mock 
North American parliament, it might 
attract sufficient attention within academ-
ic and political circles, and thus help 
solicit support for the creation of a real 
one. 
Chretien submitted calls for delegates 
at a few select schools in North America, 
Canada, and the US. I have no idea on 
what basis the schools were chosen. In the 
end, the delegation of approximately 70 
ended up being fairly lopsided, with the 
majority of students being Mexicans, fol-
lowed by French Canadians, about a 
dozen English Canadians, and only one or 
two token Americans. After applying in 
March, I was eventually accepted as one 
of six members of the BC delegation. 
This was my first mock anything, so I 
attended the Triumvirat project with an 
open, albeit still somewhat skeptical, 
mind. Playing the role of a lawmaker for a 
week sounded like it could be an interest-
ing experience, though it would likely also 
be mind-numbingly dull at times. And, 
though I personally had applied for the 
role because I was generally interested in 
the topic of North American integration, 
I worried the other delegates would sim-
ply be a gang of overly ambitious try-
hards who were attending this conference 
simply because it had caught their eye as 
an impressive-sounding event that would 
look good on their resume. While I was 
mostly right in both cases, the Triumvirat 
adventure still proved to be a great expe-
rience. 
Perhaps the greatest insights came as a 
result from my "insider" view of the law-
making process. Our mission as members 
of the North American parliament was to 
pass four bills that would help integrate 
the continent's laws in regards to trade, 
energy, and immigration. I was on the 
immigration committee, which ended up 
being the most controversial of the three. 
The committee process of lawmaking 
always had seemed sort of mysterious and 
obscure to me, but having sat in several, I 
now realize it is one of the most vital (and 
soul-crushing) stages of the entire legisla-
tive process. For several days my 
committee sat in a small room across the 
street from the Parliament buildings and 
attempted to hammer out a North 
American visa policy that could appease 
both the Mexicans, who seemed to feel it 
was their birthright that the United States 
provide them with free jobs and health-
care, and the Americans, who felt 
lHE CA AD AN SENATE 
senators are appointed by the 
prime Minister's flunkies in secret 
smoke-filled backroom meetings. 
The purpose of 
the Senate is to 
. . . gtve pensions to 
party whores who 
are blindly loyal Yet 
too useless to get 
real jobs. 
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Right Hook 
J.J. McCullough, OP Columnist 
determined to stem the already chaotic 
tide of illegal migrants. During the first 
session it took us a full two hours just to 
come up with the name of our draft reso-
lution. Needless to say, I felt a huge sense 
of relief when the thing finally passed a 
vote in the parliament on Friday morning. 
Our mock parliament was hosted in 
the Senate Chamber of the parliament 
building, which was very cool. Getting to 
sit in that famous chamber that I had seen 
so many times duririg CBC coverage of 
the annual "Speech from the Throne" 
ceremony was a very surreal experience at 
times, as was rising to address "Mr. 
Speaker," and listening to instant transla-
tions of the Quebec delegates through 
those famous wires you always see dan-
gling from the politicians' ears. The 
senate chamber was very large, and sur-
prisingly poorly lit, though still quite 
impressive. If not for the nagging knowl-
edge that the room is usually used to 
house barely awake, un-elected party 
hacks voting themselves pay raises, I 
might even have found it inspiring. 
Committee work and parliamentary 
antics aside, I would say overall I learned 
the most about North America from 
chatting with my fellow delegates. This 
was the first time I ever had a serious 
chance to converse with politically mind-
ed Mexicans and French Canadians, and I 
took advantage of the opportunities as 
much as possible. Both experiences 
proved very eye-opening. 
For their part, the Mexican students I 
spoke to were all very eager to dispel 
whatever myths and stereotypes I held 
about their country. When I told my 
Mexican roommates that I had always 
been raised to believe that Mexican water 
was among the most poisonous, undrink-
able substances on the planet, they all 
broke into screaming laughter, as if I had 
said the most hilariously ignorant thing in 
the world. Today's Mexico, they said, was 
very modernized and trendy and deeply 
Continued on page 10 
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integrated with the United States, both 
economically and culturally. One friend I 
made managed to prove this fact by con-
standy discussing reality TV with me. 
Were it not for their accents, half of them 
could have easily passed for born-and-
raised West Coasters any day. 
Before I left for Ottawa, many of my 
friends and family had cautioned me that 
the only Mexicans who could afford to 
attend this forum would probably be a 
gang of elite rich kids, and in many 
re3pects these predictions proved right. 
Along with being incredibly up to date 
with the latest pop-culture trends, the 
Mexican representatives at Triumvirat 
were all well-educated, fluendy bilingual, 
(and in many cases trilingual) and among 
the best-dressed of anyone there. As well, 
I was shocked to learn that most of them 
had already been to Canada several times 
for vacations. Whenever I tried to share 
information about Vancouver with them, 
many would often respond with "I know, 
I've been there," which got a bit annoying. 
Though I'm obviously aware that their 
glowing praise for modern Mexico was 
clearly coloured by the fact that they all 
came from fairly well-off backgrounds 
and resided in well-off neighbourhoods, 
their words nevertheless broadened my 
interest in the country. The idea that 
Mexico is actually a modern and increas-
ingly prosperous country not too 
different from our own ... now that is a 
bold idea that takes some getting used to. 
Someday I guess I'll just have to visit and 
judge for myself. 
The French-Canadian delegates were 
no less interesting. As I assumed, they 
were largely all separatists and super left-
wing politically. Yet, despite the 
differences in our political ideologies, I 
was genuinely surprised to discover how 
much we actually had in common. 
Suddenly the Duceppe-Harper parliamen-
tary alliance started to make sense. 
Like me, the young Quebecers were all 
angrily anti-Liberal and shared my outrage 
of Canadians' general ignorance and apa-
thy towards the sponsorship mess. Like 
me, they were also extremely critical of 
the undemocratic way in which the 
Canadian parliamentary system has 
evolved, with the PM having near dictato-
rial powers and very few effective checks. 
Many of them praised me following a 
lunch Q-and-A session with Raymond 
Chretien wherein I lamented that 
Canada's contemporary national identity 
had nothing to do with any sort of consis-
tent "Canadian values" and everything to 
do with unthinking, knee-jerk anti-
Americanism. Though they may have 
hated Bush with a passion, Canadian anti-
Americanism nevertheless appeared to be 
as much a pet peeve of theirs as it was of 
rrune. 
Like the Mexicans, the French were 
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also eager to hear my perceptions of them 
and offer my "outsider's view" on their 
culture. Many were especially interested in 
my views on the October Crisis of 1970, 
and learning how I had been taught these 
events in school. I found the Quebecers 
generally viewed the Crisis the same way 
anti-government militiamen in the States 
viewed the Waco standoff, namely as a 
tragic series of events provoked by a 
tyrannical federal government. The fact 
that there could even be a legitimate 
"other side" to the patriotic story of 
Trudeau bravely crushing the FLQ was a 
concept I had barely even considered until 
now. 
I've always sort of been a lukewarm 
supporter of the separatist cause, if for 
no other reason than I've never felt 
Canada has much to gain, and a lot to 
loose, from holding on to a hostile 
province that does not want to be in the 
union. When discussing Quebec's future 
with the French Canadians I found it 
interesting how the young separatists all 
argued their case on very eloquent, intel-
lectual grounds, while their non-separatist 
English-Canadian cohorts all tried to 
counter with arguments that were essen-
tially empty and emotional. But let the 
record show that if I were a Quebecer I 
would see no reason to separate. As a 
Western Canadian I believe, at this point, 
that there is very litde purpose in contin-
uing to spend billions to bribe Quebec to 
stay just to prove some abstract point 
about how federalism "works." Finally 
being able to put a human face to 
Quebec's separatist ambitions deepened 
the issue for me in a way I will not soon 
forget. 
As far as the English-Canadian dele-
gates went, they were a largely uninspiring 
group who did litde more than parrot the 
standardized Liberal Party talking points 
my generation has been taught to believe 
qualifies as patriotism. At any available 
opportunity, they would inform the 
Mexicans to be aware of how we 
Canadians were noticeably more polite, 
calm, smart, and kind than the savage 
Americans they were no doubt used to 
dealing with. Though the Mexicans would 
always nod in sage agreement, many 
would later privately comment to me how 
strange and insecure they found this 
obsessive bragging on the part of my fel-
low countrymen. 
Few of the Canadians seemed gen-
uinely interested in the topic of North 
American relations, and as I predicted, 
most were attending the conference sim-
ply because they knew it would sound 
impressive to potential employers. As 
their bragging indicated, most had litde 
time for the United States, and were quick 
to condemn the country as a bastion of 
right-wing intolerance that Canada should 
have as litde as possible to do with. A 
telling moment highlighting the sort of 
unanimity of opinion I was up against 
came during lunch one afternoon, when 
we Canucks were all sitting at the same 
table. The topic of political allegiances 
came up, and we proceeded to go around 
the table stating which party we identified 
with. Surprisingly, or perhaps not, I was 
the only kid to identify myself as a 
Conservative, while all the others either 
classified themselves as Liberals, NDP, or 
Greens. Throughout the adventure I thus 
became the only guy willing to actually 
defend the United States and criticize the 
Canadian government. None of the 
Canadians seemed to have the slightest 
reservations about how one-sided our del-
egation was. If anything, I was viewed as 
the strange deviant who probably should 
not have been there. I shuddered to think 
about the sort of liberal echo chambers 
these youth forums must usually be. Of 
course, conservatives really have no one 
to blame but themselves for this. Say what 
you will about the lefties, at least they get 
involved in things. If the best the 
Canadian right can offer is a single eccen-
tric cartoonist from Vancouver it's clear 
which side has dropped the ball. 
In the end, I left Triumvirat with 
mixed feelings about the feasibility of 
FINA's vision of an integrated North 
America. While I had gained a new appre-
ciation for Mexico, and the Mexican 
peoples' modernity, successes, and 
progress, I also left with a sense of frus-
tration over how far behind we Canadians 
are in supporting the continentalist move-
ment that these foreign go-getters had so 
eagerly embraced. While Mexico and the 
US are increasingly setting aside their dif-
ferences to adopt policies of shared inter-
est and mutual benefit, Canada remains a 
nation more interested in obsessing over 
its own insecurities than promoting the 
future of the continent. If our nation's 
young delegates in Ottawa were any indi-
cation, Canada remains a nation deeply 
fractured by internal division, personified 
by the energetic separatists from Quebec, 
alienated western conservatives like me, 
and cocky liberals in Ontario, who are 
more interested in hating the United 
States than trying to understand the needs 
of their fellow Canadians. 
During his speech to us, Raymond 
Chretien commented that Canada origi-
nally joined NAFTA not because we 
necessarily wanted to, but because outside 
forces had established an economic envi-
ronment in which our country could no 
longer afford to be an indifferent outsider 
to continental trade. Unless Canada can 
get over itself, history may be doomed to 
be repeated. Very soon, Canada may once 
again be plunged into some new North 
American arrangement the country has 
been too busy naval-gazing to anticipate. 
If we can't come up with a sense of 
national purpose or identity beyond blind 
anti-Americanism and self-aggrandizing 
isolationism, then we have no one to 
blame but ourselves if our country is 
unable to evolve beyond our present sta-
tus as the continent's irrelevant junior 
partner. This is the true challenge that the 
youth of Canada will face in the coming 
decades, but you'll have to excuse me if I 
am not particularly optimistic. 
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The Crystal Method: OJ Set 
May 2G, Sonar 
Vince Yim, OP Contributor 
C urrently promoting their mix CD Community Service II, the big-beat techno music duo of 
Ken Jordan and Scott Kirkland, known 
to the general public as The Crystal 
Method, dropped by Sonar to spin 
runes from their own albums, plus 
some remixes and other surprises. 
Having previously rocked The 
Commodore Ballroom in 2004 to pro-
mote the album Legion o/ Boom, the duo 
backpedaled into DJ mode and played 
to a much smaller venue with very 
pleasing and booty-shaking results. 
As one of the more mainstream 
electronic acts around, The Crystal 
Method is better known for music that 
finds its way into video games, movie 
soundtracks, and television commer-
cials. Moving from playing larger 
Music festivals are a Waste of Time 
Stephanie Or, OP Contributor 
I f you don't know what Music Waste is all about, I can't com-pletely blame you (note: I am 
secretly judging you). It's basically 
another summer music festival, but 
without the glory. And by glory, I mean 
there isn't some big label supporting the 
artist (for the most part) and there 
aren't any poseurs (a la Commodore 
Ballroom style). So anyhow, Music 
Waste promises four days of pure, raw 
music-pretty much the anti New 
Music West (which happens m 
October/November, kiddies). 
Okay. So, come the weekend of May 
19, I was pee-in-my-pants excited about 
Music Waste. I had a bunch of people 
coming along to enjoy the greatness 
that is Music Waste (which I will now 
refer to as MW). I even got myself a 
MW festival pass. I only went to three 
of the 26 shows happening that week-
end, though. And it wasn't because I 
was too lazy to pub crawl my way 
around town. It was because MW was 
unbearable. 
Having nine other shows happening 
the same night made it near impossible 
to draw a decent crowd. Enthusiasm 
dwindled as one band/person's per-
formance dragged on. At one show, the 
first guy (whose name shall not be men-
tioned) threw Timbits into the crowd. 
One of those Timbits hit my friend in 
the eye. Here's a piece of advice, if you 
suck that badly, you shouldn't be giving 
the crowd Timbits or anything that can 
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be thrown back at you. 
Come Sunday, I had little to no 
expectations for Mw. I just wanted it to 
be over. MW was so poorly organized 
that an early show didn't even start until 
9pm and stopped after one song. By 
10:15pm, I had to leave-anymore of 
that and I would have hated music for-
ever. MW was about as entertaining as 
toe jam. 
I guess I couldn't blame MW too 
much. They had some ridiculously fan-
tastic bands but even they couldn't 
salvage this sorry music festival. Don't 
get me wrong, I love the Vancouver 
music scene. I love the bands that make 
it worthwhile to go to shows and even 
more fun to dance around in the priva-
cy of my bedroom. 
Had On!J Magazine given me a 
chance to string together one show, I'd 
have picked these three of my favourite 
local bands: 
Fun 100 is what you get when you 
make pop culture work for you. These 
guys know you pay to see a perform-
ance, so a performance is what you get. 
Never mind the yelling and the occa-
sional high-pitched scream Ryan Dyck 
Oead vocals, keyboard) produces. The 
band is excited to be on stage and 
they're not afraid to show it. They sing 
songs about Mighty Ducks (the movie, 
yeah, the one with Emilio Estevez) and 
not-so-subtly slip in the chorus to Freak 
Nasty's "Da Dip." Not everyone can 
recycle '90s pop culture and look good 
venues to smaller clubs with 500-per-
son capacity may be seen as a step 
backwards, but for those who just 
wanna move, it's not a problem at all. 
The Crystal Method proved to be 
just as adept behind a pair of turnta-
bles as they are behind a keyboard. 
While not quite as renowned for their 
DJ skills as the likes of Paul Oakenfold 
and Tiesto, they are more than capable 
of keeping the crowd moving. Beat 
matching between tracks was seamless 
as they progressed through their set, 
playing several tracks from their own 
material. 
Simply put, these guys like to have 
fun, and it shows. Playing to the crowd, 
they used some of their best material 
from Communiry Service II, which includ-
ed remixes of their own songs by other 
doing it. (And don't try to describe Fun 
100 as "fun" because people will just 
look at you weird.) What can I say? 
Enthusiasm and cute boys get me every 
time, musically anyhow. 
You Say Party! We Say D ie! some-
how didn't make it to the 
not-so-prestigious MW 2005. I did, 
however, manage to catch them on 
Wednesday (May 25). This was, maybe, 
the third time I've seen them and I was 
still excited. Never had I seen anyone 
rock the tambourine so hard before-
Becky Ninkovic incorporated her 
tambourine shaking with her mini-
dance-a-thon on stage, all the while 
belting out catchy runes. At one point, 
Bruce Dyck's drum set began to fall 
apart. Oh, by the way, YSP!WSD! share 
a drummer with Fun 100. They were 
supposed to be the openers but the 
artists ("Busy Child," "Comin' Back," 
"Born too Slow'') as well as remixes of 
other artists' songs by The Crystal 
Method ("Bizarre Love Triangle" by 
New Order, "Roadhouse Blues" by 
The Doors). To add to the unpre-
dictable act, they even included some 
unexpected bootlegs and remixes, 
including Blur's "Song 2" and what 
sounded like a reworking of Metallica's 
"Enter Sandman." 
Despite the fact that they are a duo, 
the bulk of the turntable time was 
spent by Scott Kirkland, with Ken 
Jordan pumping up the crowd, but 
either way, they both do more than a 
good job of keeping the crowd mov-
ing. This was a show where recreational 
drugs were clearly optional. 
band they were opening for got held up 
at the border. By the end of the night, 
people demanded an encore-too bad 
you weren't there. 
With lyrics like, "I adore you. Of 
course you can borrow my jacket ... too 
long for your little legs ... so you have to 
walk, don't run," their songs read like a 
corny note from your high school 
crush. Who is brave enough to utter 
these words? Bella, of course. Cute as 
a button and aesthetically pleasing, this 
local band is getting a lot of attention. 
Fame has not gone to their heads, 
though. When I bumped into Charla in 
line for a drink at Pub 340, she talked to 
me excitedly about performing later on 
that evening. But back to their 
music .. .let's just say it is pure pop good-
ness. 
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lain W. Reeve, A&E Editor 
W ith the release of Star Wars: Revenge of the S ith this week, most have been 
focusing on whether or not this film, 
unlike the other two installments in 
the new trilogy, lived up to the lega-
cy left by the original trilogy. This 
was certainly what was on my mind 
at 12:01 Thursday morning as I sat 
in a packed theatre of ravenous 
nerds, some of whom, like me, 
only had the courage to show 
their horrid star lust at night. 
But as the 20th Century Fox 
logo appeared, accompanied 
by the familiar drums, strings, 
and horns, I realized as I sat 
in all my nerd glory reading 
the scrolling text that begins 
every Star Wars chapter, 
that this would be the last 
time. I was suddenly filled 
with a sense of dread in 
knowing that I would 
never again stand in line 
to see another new Star 
Wars film. And while the 
universe is not dying-
books and comics 
will continue to 
be popular and an inter-trilogy live-action TV 
series is expected to launch in 2006--the 
experience will never be the same. 
This, of course, put all kinds of extra 
pressure on the film I had sat down to see. 
As the infamous scrolling text concluded I 
thought, "Well, if it's the last time it sure as 
hell better be good." And truth be told, it 
was. Like both of the other films in the new 
trilogy, Revenge has its weak points. As much 
a master of character and world design as 
George Lucas is, and while the overall story 
does everything it should, the dialogue is as 
weak as ever. Many critics have blamed a lack 
of chemistry for the awkwardness that exists 
between Hayden Christiensen and Natalie 
Portman on screen; but I personally believe 
that there are no two actors alive that could 
shine together reading those lines. Most dia-
logue between the two amounts to little more 
than "I love you more. No, I love YOU 
more" type banter, devoid of any genuine 
emotion. There are various lame duck lines 
and poor deliveries throughout the film, 
some even by solid actors like Ewan 
McGregor and Ian McDiarmid. I blame poor 
writing, and the fact that the vast majority of 
the film's locations are computer generated. 
It's hard to be in character when many of the 
areas, objects, and, indeed, people you're talk-
ing to are not really there. 
These faults, however, are minimal 
beside the film's many triumphs. The film 
begins with a true return to Star Wars 
form. A good balance of action with 
whimsical comedy. It was this balance 
that made the original films so 
enjoyable, and while Anakin is 
no Han Solo, he has some 
genuine good moments. 
Though I, like other critics, 
have wondered how much 
better the film could have 
been with a better actor 
behind the wheel of our 
favourite villain. 
While the humour of the 
film is slowly sucked out during 
the film's progression, the audi-
ence is treated to a sense of 
doom and despair only previous-
ly present in Empire Strikes Back. 
The shocking events through 
which Anakin turns to the dark 
side, the fate of the jedi, and the 
cataclysmic duel with Obi-Wan, 
all make for fantastic space drama. 
I think the most unheralded story 
here, however, is the visual trans-
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to power of Emperor 
Hitler-esque political refer-
second film, which some 
argued bogged it down, 
is born right alongside 
1uuMuu is brilliantly assem-
Yoda, Obi-Wan, Padme, 
and, of course, Vader 
detail. For the film to 
very appropriate. Of 
treats are plentiful. 
hoping for a somewhat 
battle akin to those in 
six, but that didn't happen. 
do not alone make the 
duels, however, are 
making it hard to watch 
Vader pace around each 
in the original film. 
discuss Star Wars with-
stellar sound design and 
Williams. Williams is one 
composers of our time 
one person who has done 
work in every film. His 
to do what sound-
do, amplify the emotional 
while remaining unnotice-
looking for it. Bravo. 
the gun when I say Star 
to the big screen. The 
for five of the top 22 
all time (and with Revenge of 
first-week box-office 
to join the top five). This 
franchise's marketability 
toys to comic books, may 
for Fox to not milk the 
while George Lucas has 
Star Wars, it would be 
none of his disciples 
carry the torch and bring 
through nine. Normally, I 
with this type of 
has always been the 
success in my mind. It's a 
generational boundaries, 
from four-year-old kids 
mega-nerds who 
It has changed the way 
f the science-fiction genre 
more, it is simply one 
of fantasy the motion pic-
created that would be 
onto future generations. 
be with you OP readers! I'll 
the midnight showing of 
1. 
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W elcome to a new feature in the ol' A&E section. Here, we will be dragging from the ashes of pop culture's sordid past various disgraceful pieces of arts and/ or entertainment. 
They will be placed in this little corner of the paper in a set of 
metaphorical stocks, so we may gawk at them and throw fruit. ~d 
hopefully we can get a cheap laugh or two at the failed creative e~terpr~se 
of some poor misguided souls from our past. This week, m keepmg wtth 
our Star Wars-y theme, I present to you: The Star Wars Holiday Special. 
A little background is necessary here. The year was 1978, Star Wars 
had become a critical and box-office success as well as the latest pop-cul-
ture fancy. As such, it was exploited to a degree that every imaginable 
object was being sold with a Star Wars logo on it. With this in mind, the 
marketing machine moved to the small screen in the form of a two-hour 
special featuring all your favourite characters played by the film's actors, 
and interspersed with performances by comic genius Harvey Korman, 
Golden Girls star Bea Arthur, and The Jefferson Starship. Sound like a 
good idea? Oh wait, it gets better. The main "story" revolved around 
Han Solo trying to get Chewbacca back to his family (Chewie had a frig-
gin' family?!) in time for the wookie holiday, Life Day. Chewie's family 
consisted of his wife Malia, his father Itchy, and his son Lumpy. I could-
n't even make this shit up, folks. What's more, the television special was 
written by the writers of Police Academy and Full House, and directed by a 
guy whose previous credits included Disnry on lee specials and the liv~­
action segments of The Super Mario Brothers Super Show. How could lt 
possibly fail?! · 
Where does one even start? I could mention the substandard produc-
tion levels, the lame sets, the reliance of scenes from the movie for 
special effects shots, or the bad acting by every single member of the 
cast, except Harvey Korman who somehow managed to stay ~Y· B~t 
those were not nearly the worst parts of this thing. It opened w1th s1X 
bloody minutes of all wookie dialogue between Chewie's family. Now, 
it's fine in the film to have Chewie growling with Han talking English 
back to him; but with only wookies it's not just incomprehensible, it's 
hard on the ears. Of course, it all ends when Grandpa Itchy turns on the 
holographic chessboard so the family can watch Cirque du Soleil. Not 
reai!J them, but close enough. Also horrible were the gratuitous three-
minute cameos by a darkly tanned Luke Skywalker and a strung-out 
Princess Leia. Carrie Fisher was clearly deep in her blow phase. Even 
worse was the lame attempt to make "Lumpy" cute when he was possi-
bly the ugliest wookie on the block. With his dad away fighting the 
Empire all the time, that kid must have had the living befreakinjesus 
kicked out of him on a daily basis. 
There were only two good parts about this monstrosity. One was the 
inclusion of a preview episode of the cartoon series Droids. That was, 
after all, the first appearance of Boba Fett. The second good part was 
the commercials from 1978 that are still on the copy I snagged off the 
Net. Paranoid Cold War newsbreaks, union commercials imploring peo-
ple to buy American, makeup commercials that ... are the same as today's 
makeup commercials, and, of course, Tobor, the robot you can control 
with your telesonic commander. Tobor, it's robot backwards, from 
Matte!. If you want to subject yourself to the pain of all this you need 
look no further than your local PZP pirating software. The wonderful 
postscript to this story is the attempt by George Lucas over the years to 
buy every copy of the special and have them destroyed. He failed, of 
course and thanks to the internet it will be available forever. But, come 
on, G:orgy, it can't be any more humiliating than all the Jar Jar crap you 
tried to hock back in 1999. 
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Budgie's Delivers nmazing Burritos, Not Screaming Infants 
Jason Webb, OP Contributor 
D id you empty your bank account just to satisfy your cravings for hook-
ers and blow? I understand. As a 
fellow student, I can appreciate 
the day-to-day struggle of filling 
your head hole by relying on your 
meagre resources, but hookers 
and blow will not dull the edge of 
ramen noodles and Chef Boy-R-
Dee. Trust me on this. Years of 
poor personal hygiene (that's what 
I like to call it) have transformed 
me into the shambling wreck that 
haunts these very halls. The les-
son is clear: low funds are no 
excuse for bad eats. 
Let's take Budgie's Burritos for 
instance. Nestled on a nonde-
script stretch of Kingsway and 
Main, just a couple of steps away 
from AntiSocial Skateboarding, 
this little gem will erase any 
notion of returning to your regu-
larly scheduled intakes of 
debauchery and sin. At least until 
you visit them again. Their menu 
is like old-school Mission Hill, 
with burritos rolled up in 12-inch 
tortillas alongside your choice of 
pinto or refried beans, then rice, 
Monterey Jack cheese, and salsa. 
To round out this work of art, 
you have six varieties of other fill-
ings. 
The "Mr. Jones" (named after 
Vancouver artist Keith Jones) is 
your basic lettuce and sour cream 
entry and is priced at a measly 
$4.50. Then there's the "Blair 
Stanley:" firm tofu drenched in a 
roasted red pepper and chipotle 
sauce, for only $6.00. I must warn 
you, these burritos will kick your 
ass. When I peeled off the tinfoil 
from around my lunch, I discov-
ered a burrito roughly the size of 
a newborn infant. There are also 
tacos, quesadillas, and tamales 
too. Dollar for dollar, Taco Del 
Mar does make a mean burrito of 
equal worth, but I would argue 
that local, independent eateries 
have the added bonus of prepar-
ing food with style and devotion, 
and it shows when your order is 
handed over the counter with a 
smile and a nod. 
You can eat it onsite or you 
can walk to the park a few blocks 
east and find a picnic table under 
a tree. All right now, tiger, put 
down that hooker and go get a 
burrito. 
Budgie's Burritos 
44 Kingsway 
604.874.5408 
Breakfast Cereal, Creator Control, and a Thousand Blooming flowers 
Jason Webb, OP Contributor 
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H ey, did you hear? Tony the Tiger is dead. Thud Ravenscroft (what a cool 
name!) was the recognizable vo1ce 
behind the beloved cartoon tiger. The 
man shuffled off this mortal coil on 
May 22 at the age of 91, and I was sur-
prised that he played such a large part in 
pop culture. Ravenscroft sang, ''You're 
a Mean One, Mr. Grinch" for How the 
Grinch Stole Christmas, as well as voicing 
other characters in many Walt Disney 
movies, and even theme parks! This 
event confirms one inevitable conse-
quence of living on this planet: things 
do indeed change. If you pour half a 
litre of chocolate milk into a bowl of 
Frosted Flakes, your breakfast will 
eventually erode into an unrecognizable 
sludge. The world in front of our eyes 
will fade away, and simply clinging to 
what we think is permanent seems fool-
ish in light of its transience. 
Comic book artists and writers are 
not immune to change. Hell, change is 
needed in a medium that often grows 
stale with complacency, like when DC 
and Marvel release the same garbage 
for months whenever sales are up. 
When the readers stop buying their 
titles and start reading other stuff, like 
books for instance, then desperation 
sets in and the corporate heads begin 
mining the underground for new talent. 
And don't get me started on the seman-
tics of "underground." This overused 
word is almost devoid of meaning these 
days, since the media penetrated all the 
scenes many years ago. They couldn't 
very well leave anyone alone, particular-
ly comics. 
However, the inherent vibrancy of 
independent art played a part in the 
transformation that occurred in comics, 
particularly in the '90s. Illustrators in 
the DC and Marvel camps were finding 
that their work was slipping out of their 
control, as the Big Two laid claim to the 
artists' works and often censored 
scripts that didn't fit the corporate 
model. So, with inkwells and pens 
tucked under their arms, artists began 
taking the cue from their underground 
comrades and taking control of their 
creations. The best and most visible 
example of this was Image, jumpstart-
ed by disgruntled artists like Todd 
MacFarlane and Rob Liefield in 1991 to 
put out titles owned and operated by 
the creators. 
Of course, that meant we all had to 
endure a decade of Jim "I Draw My 
Characters As Though They're 
Screaming All The Time" Lee saturat-
ing the market, but the move was a step 
forward for creator control. Of course, 
if Tony the Tiger has taught us any-
thing, even this supposed coup would 
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devolve into a corporate entity, and join 
the ranks of mediocre publishers. One 
problem was enterprising illustrators, who 
at the time were seen as the major selling 
point for comics, ignoring the contribu-
tions of writers to the medium. As sales 
declined, Image, Marvel, and DC drew up 
a new strategy: get those really cool indie 
writers working for them. Now, comic 
readers are living in a writer-dominated 
arena, as luminary figures like David 
Lapham (SirtfY Bullets) and Brian Michael 
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Bendis (Jinx) enter corporate culture and 
help churn out comics. The cycle begins 
anew. 
For your reading interest, here's some 
related titles I've been enjoying: 
lrin laul.-is' l11'fllril 
Bendis got his start writing and illustrating 
his own line of crime comics like Torso 
and Jinx. His flair for gritty, realistic dia-
logue that reflects the rhythms of the 
street suits a title like Daredevil. This char-
1Pb9 a no DDbHPbHiDIHDb 
acter, who is undoubtedly my favourite 
superhero, has had his ups and downs 
with different writers. Bendis takes the 
potential that lies in Daredevil; he gathers 
up all the grime and pulp, mixed with 
bloody street fighting and courtroom 
drama, and shakes it all up in a world pop-
ulated by superheroes. 
......... , 
Although he's not a prolific "under-
ground-to-aboveground" figure, Mignola 
is often associated with Dark Horse and 
his Hellboy series. However, Atomeka 
Press, a small creator-centered publisher, 
released his long-lost venture Jenf!Y Finn. 
Mignola takes a stab (no pun intended) at 
H.P. Lovecraft, weaving a story about a 
strange fish disease that spreads through 
the underbelly of Victorian-era Britain. 
Troy Nixey's art lends a soft, watery tex-
ture to his characters, emphasizing the 
aquatic menace looming over the entire 
narrative. 
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W hat in the heck happened to Much Music? I remember being a teenager in the mid-
late '90s, slowly coming out of my 
reclusive shell of Star Wars and Broadway 
musicals to discover the wonderful world 
of Canadian rock music. My guide 
through all of this was "the nation's music 
station,'' Much Music. Having spent some 
time in the states during this era, and thus 
being subjected to the horror that is MTV, 
I grew to appreciate several things about 
Much. It had a somewhat more laid back, 
less professional, more down-to-earth 
feeling. The VJs were awkward and intel-
ligent, different from MTV's glossy 20 
somethings, and were genuinely passion-
ate about good music. The programming 
tended to consist of specialty shows, the 
occasional special concert event or what-
not, and about 18 hours a day of 
videoflow. And what a gorgeous thing it 
was. You could sit for hours wondering 
what they would play next, a perfect mix 
of many genres, many levels of commer-
cial success. You had a stable mix of 
big-name pop acts, useful for paying the 
bills, but you also had a large number of 
smaller bands or artists. Back in the day 
Much acted as a vehicle for emerging 
Canadian talent, bands like Moist, 
Matthew Good Band, and the Tea Party 
all got their big pushes on Much. It was 
sometimes hard to stay tuned in for a 
long time without seeing something you 
didn't like, but the variety was brilliant. Of 
course, therein lies the problem. 
Much Music has become just another 
moneymaking beast for the record indus-
try. Programming has become less and 
less oriented on actual music. There is 
now two hours of actual videoflow 
squished in between a variety of shows 
like Top Tens, Countdown, and Much on 
Demand. The sad truth though, is that all 
of these shows play the same damned 
videos; variety is dead. Why? Variety 
makes people change the channel, chang-
ing the channel means we're not 
maximizing profit, and since only profit 
matters, variety be damned. Don't buy it? 
Let's take a look at the genre-specific 
shows Much plays. 
Rapci!J runs every weekday in two time 
slots. Keep in mind the majority of what 
is played on Rapci!J is already in heavy 
Douglas Word on the Street 
Kat Code, OP Photographer 
Agnes Kocylo and Rani Philip, 
General Nursing students 
'We both like going to the Canada 
D ay parade, and spending time with 
our families and friends." 
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Colin Miley, 
Print Futures graduate 
"My favourite way to celebrate 
Canada D ay is with a gigantic game 
of street hockey, where you coat the 
ball (and any member of the oppo-
site sex) in maple syrup. Then you 
yell "go,'' and you clap your sticks 
together three times, and then it's 
game on." 
rotation. Compare this with shows which 
focus on content less frequently played in 
normal rotation, such as the Wedge, the 
]Junk Show, Loud, and Going Coastal, which 
combine for three hours of content a 
week. Still skeptical? Let's look at The 
Countdown. You'd be hard pressed to find 
anything but sales stats and top-40 radio 
play as a consideration for The Countdown. 
I dare you to find five songs on there any 
week that aren't from albums that are, or 
will soon go, gold or platinum. Would it 
be so wrong to use the big show to push 
some smaller bands? No, it wouldn't, it's 
what you used to do. Throw in 800 reality 
shows about pimping Ashley Simpson's 
ride in her crib while her sister prances 
around like a moron with that hunk of 
meat she calls a hubby, and things start to 
feel really vacant. The only things more 
vacant are the gazes of the fresh-faced 
VJ s that have been replacing old 
favourites. There is not one brain among 
them all. 
The name of the channel should be 
changed from Much Music, to "shows 
that don't have all that Much to do with 
Music." It makes me feel really sad that I 
prefer watching Much More Music, the 
station designed for my parents. 
But whatever. My plan: let the top-40 
fans keep their Much. I'll start my own 
music video station. With blackjack! And 
hookers! In fact, forget the station!! 
"What is your favourite way to celebrate 
Canada Day?" 
Rashid Ahmed, ESL student 
"I like celebrating it at a friend's 
place with a bunch of other friends, 
and staying up late having a good 
time. I'll get my Canadian citizenship 
soon, and that will make Canada 
D ay really special." 
Brandon Ferguson, 
DSU Member at Large 
"I like to start the day late with 
some Hip 'Fully Completely,' enjoy a 
leisurely two-four of Canadian, play 
some street hockey, and have a bar-
beque with friends." 
June 8/2005 
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Searching for God 
Brandon Ferguson, OP Contributor 
T he sky, hung with dark clouds, pushed down on the city. Wind whipped the trees, and puddles 
polka-dotted the pavement 
The sun occasionally poked its head 
through the heavens calling critters out 
from under the soggy boxes and forgot-
ten hubcaps that litter the empty lots 
along Southeast Marine Drive. While it 
was an ideal Tuesday afternoon for office 
workers, it was an ominous day to be 
looking for God. 
Just west of the Queensborough 
Bridge there stands three churches: the 
Iglesia Ni Cristo, the Evangelical Chinese 
Bible Church (ECBC), and the Hare 
Krishna temple. Iglesia, a Filipino-based 
church, and the ECBC, with over 1,200 
devotees, are within spitting distance of 
each other. Four hundred yards of empty 
lot and uprooted trees separates them 
from the Hare Krishna temple. Tucked 
into a corner lot, pushing against subur-
ban firs and hedges, the Krishnas are less 
conspicuous than the other two. 
Sort of. 
The overgrown foliage and a sharp 
curve along Marine conspire to conceal a 
12-metre high statue of Lord Krishna. 
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Although they are visible from the 
road, they are difficult to fmd. It's no walk 
through the desert, but it's no stroll to the 
store either. 
After many U-turns and some less-
than-divine directions, I make it to the 
first church. The parking lot is empty but 
the gates are open. Pulling up to the door, 
the first word I see is "Evangelical." 
The first and second doors are locked. 
The third has a doorbell. The fourth, an 
indoor basketball court-used for squash 
on this day, its fatigued gentlemen eye me 
with a mixture of wariness and sweat. 
Inside, a small, balding man wearing 
Adidas three-stripe shorts and a collared 
t-shirt gathers and counts toonies. He 
looks up with a snort, and says the 
entrance is on the side "door with 
buzzer." He does not say how squash 
went. 
I ring the doorbell for God, but 
nobody is home. 
Though it would be quicker to hop the 
fence, it seems safer and more respectful 
to drive around to the second church. 
Plus, the Iglesia Ni Cristo is a magnificent 
structure. While the ECBC is boxy with 
stained-glass windows as pale, sickly, and 
out of place as Kate Moss at Scruffy 
Macguire's on karaoke Thursday, Iglesia 
Ni Christo is dynamic, and its Old World 
architecture takes to stained glass the way 
a gentleman takes to his sherry at the end 
of a long day. It looks like a modern-day 
interpretation of what King Solomon's 
Safeway might have looked like. 
Unlike a Safeway, though, the doors 
are locked. 
Burnaby is not alone in creating such 
an epicentre of eternal salvation; 
Richmond is home to another so-called 
"church mall," where Mennonite, Greek 
Orthodox, Islamic, and Chinese churches 
are clustered together. Here, the empty 
lots separating Christians from Krishnas 
are for sale-congregations welcome. 
The Hare Krishna temple is found by 
an old sign that reads "ISKCON"-the 
International Society for Krishna 
Consciousness. A steep driveway, pocked 
by potholes, leads down to a modest park-
ing lot cracking with smiles. An old 
camper trailer is being turned inside out at 
one end; cushions are tossed lovingly in a 
pile of pastel oranges and overcooked-
asparagus greens. Men in pink robes 
shuffle and linger. Weeds sprout around 
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me; the clouds separate above. 
Once inside the modest temple, a feel-
ing of smallness and space dizzies the 
mind and makes the heart race. Incense 
singes the senses, knees go weak, and the 
head swoons. Light-blue walls are dotted 
with wispy clouds, gold vines climb up 
and around large wooden columns, intri-
cate brass carvings cover the walls and 
frame the paintings of Krishna kin of 
yore. A life-sized statue of AC 
Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada, who 
brought Krishna to New York in 1965, 
along with a box of books and $7 in 
change, sits alone in quiet prayer. 
Upon leaving the temple, I see the 
clouds have disappeared; steam rises from 
the moist grass and flows down the 
rooftops like a ghost. A young man, yel-
low paint crusting the bridge of his nose, 
asks how I feel and offers me lunch. 
Inside the small diner that serves a 
daily lunch and weekly feast for any who 
wish to attend, I am clearly an outsider. 
The walls are the colour of an electric tan-
gerine, subdued by royal blue sills and 
doorframes. Two aging Indian men sit 
across from a salt-and-pepper haired 
woman; strange steel drums hold white 
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potatoes, brown dumplings, and some 
sort of yellow lentil sauce. "It is prasadam," 
the young man, named Nitai-ram Dasa, 
says. "Karma-free diet." 
After each introduction, the Krishnas 
place the palms of their hands together, 
bow to me with a smile, and say "Hari 
bo." 
The salt-and-pepper haired woman is 
Mother Padyavali Dasi, the longest-serv-
ing member of the church. She has been 
a Krishna .ior 31 years, has traveled to 
India 13 times, and is a throwback to the 
original disciples of AC Prabhupada-
Padyavali got on board with The Beades. 
She takes a keen interest in me, explaining 
the nine gates of the human body and 
how chanting is the only way to free the 
soul. Every morning, Nitai, Padyavali, and 
the other Krishnas arise at 4:30 to chant 
songs and discuss philosophy until break-
fast at 8:30. "The mind is like a flame in a 
place without wind," she says, waving her 
hand over the old picnic table. 
She offers a brief history of Krishna 
and his brother, Balaram, whose descen-
dants Caitanya and Nityananda furthered 
the cause by "flooding the world with 
love" some 500 years ago. There are 108 
temples worldwide, this being the only 
one in BC. Every year, Padyavali tells me, 
the temple sends new disciples to India 
for spiritual training-"a perk," if I am 
interested. ''Though you would have to 
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spend your time with other Krishnas at 
Krishna temples," she qualifies with a 
chuckle. ''No bars or clubs." 
It has been four years since Padyavali 
last saw India, her longest absence in 
three decades. 
While Padyavali explains the four prin-
ciples of Krishna-austerity (no 
intoxicants); mercy (no meat, fish or 
eggs); cleanliness (no "illicit" sex); truth-
fulness (no gambling)-Nitai watches me. 
As I wonder whether "illicit" describes 
anything I've done, she elaborates: "We 
do not care where you have come from, 
but once you are here, we expect you to 
be pure." 
''We are all riding the wheel of life," 
she says, introducing the Hindu concept 
of reincarnation that televangelist Pat 
Robertson claimed has its "origins in the 
devil." "I hope to get off the wheel at the 
end," she says, and then with a wink, "I 
think this has been my favourite life so 
far." 
With lunch long over, Nitai excuses 
himself to finish cleaning out the camper 
before preparing dinner. "Hari bo," he 
says, exiting with a bow and a jingle of the 
door's bells. "Every step is a dance, every 
word is a song," Mother Padyavali whis-
pers to me. 
Though it's not the sound of angels 
getting their wings, it's the closest to God 
this well-fed atheist has gotten all day. 
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Communities In Bloom: Keeping BC Beautiful Through Community Involvement and friendly Competition 
Kevin Welsh, Features Editor 
W e don't call ourselves "Beautiful British Columbia" for nothing. After all, as a 
province, we're known for our natural 
beauty, and both Vancouver and Victoria 
are championed domestically and abroad 
as two of the most gorgeous cities in the 
world. Many would agree that a large part 
of what makes Vancouver and Victoria so 
aesthetically pleasing is the efforts that 
have gone into preserving and incorporat-
ing landscaping, parks, and urban forestry 
into the city infrastructure. It should then 
come as little surprise to discover that 
British Columbia has nine cities or towns 
representing us in this year's national 
Communities In Bloom competition, as 
well as two more cities representing us in 
international competition. 
More than merely a beauty contest, 
Communities in Bloom is a friendly com-
petition, waged on both provincial and 
national levels, that recognizes communi-
ties that have pulled and worked together 
in the spirit of civic pride, environmental 
responsibility, and the sustainable beautifi-
cation of cities. What began in 199 5 with 
29 participating communities has blos-
somed and grown to feature more than 
100 cities competing in national competi-
tion with hundreds more municipalities 
competing at the provincial levels. 
If the ever-increasing number of par-
ticipants isn't encouraging enough, the 
strict and thorough registration require-
ments ensures competing municipalities 
are serious about their beautification 
efforts. Communities in Bloom promotes 
and requires involvement, cooperation, 
and action from citizens of all ages, as 
well as from the municipal government 
and local organizations and businesses. 
Participating communities must be seri-
ous about it and committed to working 
together or else they need not apply. 
Daphne Kelly, the former chairperson 
of the City of Langley Communities In 
Bloom, the defending national champions 
in the 20,001-50,000 population range, 
reiterates the stringent and demanding, 
yet ultimately rewarding, commitment and 
requirements of the competition: 
"Communities in Bloom is more than just 
flowers. It's people, plants, and pride 
growing together, and the City of Langley 
is a very good example. Being involved in 
the national competition gives us an 
opportunity to show the rest of Canada 
and the world what a great place the City 
of Langley is to live in, work in, and visit." 
The City of Langley is a textbook 
example of how municipalities can grow 
together and foster civic pride through 
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Communities in Bloom, as well as sustain 
the beauty and reap the environmental 
and aesthetic rewards of the competition. 
Langley had never competed before 2002, 
when they were approached by Kevin 
Goldfuss, the Manager of Parks for 
Williams Lake, regarding competing 
together in the Canadian Classic division, 
a category that requires defending cham-
pions to pair up with a previously 
uninvolved community and compete as a 
tandem. Williams Lake and the City of 
Langley's partnership proved to be suc-
cessful, as they won the competition, 
setting the stage for Langley's subsequent 
dominance. 
In 2003, Langley entered the provin-
cial competition for their population 
bracket and, though they didn't win, did 
earn a score of 83.8 percent and a five-
bloom rating, the equivalent of a five-star 
rating. The five-bloom rating qualified the 
city for the 2004 national competition, 
which they won over cities such as 
Brandon, Manitoba, and Owen Sound 
and Brockville, Ontario. For 2005, 
Langley will again represent British 
Columbia nationally against Brandon, 
Owen Sound, and Brockville as well as 
Grande Prairie, Alberta, and Fort Erie, 
Ontario. They will also compete with BC's 
Harrison Hot Springs in the Canadian 
Classic category. 
The judging of the competition cer-
tainly amounts to more than just a walk 
through some parks. Participating com-
munities are given one day to guide travel-
ling, trained volunteer judges through the 
area and showcase what they have to 
offer. The judges evaluate the communi-
ties in eight separate categories: Floral 
Displays-the distribution, originality, 
harmony, and arrangement of flowers 
and plants; Landscaped areas-creating 
an environment where plants are integrat-
ed artistically into their surroundings; 
Turf and Groundcover Areas-the use of 
turfs and wild flowers around private 
homes, public buildings, and municipal 
and private parks; Heritage 
Conservation-the support and attention 
to local museums, the support of munici-
pal policies and by-laws, and the 
preservation and restoration of 
heritage buildings, cemeteries, parks, 
and monuments; Environmental 
Awareness-which includes sustainable 
development, waste reduction, and recy-
cling programs and the management of 
landfill areas, sewage disposal, and haz-
ardous-waste collection; Tidiness-with 
regards to everything from animal drop-
pings, graffiti, and vandalism to streets, 
sidewalks, ditches, and vacant lots; Urban 
Forestry-which focuses on short- and 
long-term plans, sustainability, succession 
planting, and the maintenance and preser-
vation of trees and woodlots; and 
Community Involvement-which ensures 
that citizens from the private, municipal, 
and corporate sectors have worked 
together in all of the categories. 
Since entering the competition in 
2002, the support of the private and cor-
porate sector of the City of Langley has 
been outstanding. The Langley Times has 
been tireless in their promotion of the 
efforts and exploits of the local 
Communities In Bloom committee, and 
George and Shirley Vallance, the owners' 
of Langley's Canadian Tire, have been 
acknowledged on many occasions for 
their contributions. As well, the municipal 
government has shown a tremendous 
amount of support and are firmly com-
mitted to all of the Communities in 
Bloom endeavours. 
National winners receive historic gran-
ite trophies-but more importantly are 
able to enjoy the benefits from their beau-
tification efforts. Over the past few years, 
the City of Langley has flourished 
through Communities in Bloom. Among 
the attractions now featured in the munic-
ipality is a wheelchair-accessible path 
through the Nikomekl Floodplain, a stu-
dent-planted and nurtured Butterfly 
Garden at Blacklock Elementary School, a 
nature walk at Brydon Lagoon, raised gar-
dens at Douglas Park, and a greenhouse at 
Sendall Gardens. As well, partnerships 
with the Kwantlen University College 
Horticulture Department, the Langley 
Field Naturalists, the Langley Arts 
Council, and the Nikomekl Enhancement 
Society, among others, have been estab-
lished in an effort to further improve 
parks and guarantee sustainability. 
Besides the City of Langley and 
Harrison Hot Springs, British Columbia 
will be well represented at the 2005 
national competition by White Rock, 
Quesnel, and Squamish 1n the 
10,001-20,000 population division; 
Chetwynd and Merritt in 5,001-10,000; 
and Chemainus in 3,001-5,000. Prince 
George will represent in the 
50,001-100,000 division against fellow 
middleweights St. John, New Brunswick, 
North Bay and Kawartha Lakes, Ontario, 
and Strathcona and Lethbridge, Alberta. 
As well, the University of British 
Columbia-Okanagan (located in 
Kelowna) will represent in a separate 
Parks and Grounds category, while Fort 
St. John and Kamloops will compete 
internationally against the likes of 
Fayetteville, Arkansas; Rancho Santa Fe, 
California, Hershey, Pennsylvania, 
Coventry City, Wetherby, and the Parish 
of St. Heller, United Kingdom, Dyce and 
Sorn, Scotland, Shikoai, Japan, and Zlin, 
Czech Republic. 
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Royals Improve in Second 
NWIIIICCYear 
Cam Michael, OP Contributor 
T he Douglas College baseball team ended their season by splitting a two-game set with Shoreline at Mundy Park. This concludes the Royals' second season in the 
NWAACC, where Douglas finished seventh with a league 
record of 4-20. The Royals, however, made big strides in their 
overall record that saw them mark nine wins in that column. 
This year the Royals found themselves leading in many 
games against some top-seeded teams, but they could not 
defend against strong hitting from the likes of Edmonds and 
Everett. The Royals showed signs of what could be during their 
only weekend at home, taking three out of four games against 
the strong Bellevue squad and Olympic College. Unfortunately, 
the Royals did not seem to have the same spark on the road as 
they did at home. This led to them losing all 12 road games this 
year. 
Bright spots for the Royals this season were Byron Wong, 
who finished with a batting average of .325, despite missing ten 
games with a strained wrist, followed by Dan Boudreau (.309). 
Kellen Gale led the Royals in homeruns this year with two, and 
David Dick led the team in RBI, driving in 23 teammates. On 
the mound, Dirk Dembroski was the top pitcher for the Royals 
with an ERA of 4.50 followed closely behind by Dustin 
McLoughlin who ended the season with a 4.53 ERA and led the 
team in strikeouts with 27. 
The Douglas College baseball program will move from their 
current home at Mundy Park to the brand-new Queens Park 
Stadium for the beginning of the 2005-2006 season, which 
commences this September. 
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Darren Paterson, Sports Editor 
W ith Canada Day coming up and all, I've taken some time to think up my top-five favourite Canadian 
sports triumphs. Since I have a short memory 
for these sorts of things, they're all pretty 
recent, but I think you'll agree that these were 
all great moments for Canadian sport. So then, 
counting down from number five: 
5. Men's National Soccer Team, 2000 Gold 
Cup 
Out of the blue, Team Canada rose up to grab 
their first-ever major international title. The 
win was credited mostly to Coach Holger 
Osieck, who organized the team and led them 
to victory. Not only did Canada win the tourna-
ment, but they also took home most of the 
individual awards. These included the tourna-
ment MVP (Craig Forrest), the Golden Boot 
award (Carlo Corazzin), and "Rookie of the 
Tournament" (Richard Hastings). 
4. 2010 Olympic Bid Team, 2003 
Vancouver narrowly beat out Salzburg, Austria, 
and Pyeongchang, South Korea, in the bid to 
host the 2010 Olympic games. This is a tri-
umph that still affects us and will continue to 
do so through 2010 and beyond. Vancouver 
will grow, and Canada will gain the internation-
al spotlight, a glory we clearly deserve. (I'm not 
overly patriotic! I swear it!) 
3. Women's U-19 Soccer Team, 2002 U-19 
Women's World Cup of Soccer 
They didn't win it all, otherwise they'd be rated 
higher on this list, but they did capture the 
attention of the world as they exploded on to 
the scene and won silver on their home turf. 
The ramifications of their accomplishments 
were huge. All of a sudden soccer was massive 
in Canada, and all of a sudden little Canadian 
girls were clamouring to sign up for their local 
soccer league. 
2. Donovan Bailey, 1996 Summer Olympics 
in Atlanta 
This was huge. I didn't even care about track 
and field before Donovan Bailey blew away the 
competition. He turned our country into a win-
ner by streaking past the field in one of the 
oldest and most prestigious events in the 
Olympics. Then he went on to further damage 
the Americans' pride by destroying them in the 
4x1 00 race. And in stepping on American 
pride, he raised Canadian pride to new heights. 
1. Men's National Hockey Team, 2002 
Winter Olympics in Salt Lake City 
Can anyone out there think of another time 
when our entire country rose such a unified, 
deafening cry of triumph? The streets were 
packed with screaming Canadians, and it was 
glorious. I remember driving in a train of four 
cars (two of them filled with people I'd never 
met before that day), waving flags wildly 
through the air to a chorus of cheers and car 
horns. Canadians needed that win and they got 
it, and it was the best sports triumph in our 
country's history. 
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Darren Paterson, Sports Editor 
Well, I can't just harp on the best of 
Canadian sports, so here I am to remind 
you that Canada's sport history is not at 
all unmarred. Again, I have tried to stick 
to recent events in our country's sport 
history as it suits my memory fine. So, 
without further ado, here, in reverse 
order, are the top five disappointments in 
Canada's sport history. 
5. Men's National Basketball Team, 
2003 FIBA America's Olympic 
Qualification Tournament 
Steve Nash, as great as he played for the 
Dallas Mavericks, could not lead his team 
to an Olympic qualification. This was a 
bitter disappointment after Canada 
showed so much promise in the Sydney 
Olympics. This was a loss that went large-
ly unnoticed due to the Americans' first 
international loss since the age of the 
"Dream Team," but it was a bitter pill for 
Canada to swallow. 
4. Hockey Fans, 2003 NHL Hockey 
Game 
In a match between the New York 
Islanders and the Montreal Canadiens, 
the Canadiens' fans loudly booed the 
American National Anthem. This wasn't 
the only time the American anthem had 
been booed by Canadians, but it sure got 
noticed. Shame was cast on our country 
as Montreal fans made us look like dumb 
hooligans. Other Canadians tried to make 
up for it by cheering for the American 
anthem at other hockey games that sea-
son, but the damage was already done. 
3. Ben Johnson, 1988 Summer 
Olympics in Seoul 
This was one of Canada's most shameful 
moments, as a world-record 1OOm dash 
turned quickly into a terrible scandal. At 
9.79 seconds, Johnson's time was the 
fastest 100-metres the world had ever 
seen, and Canada felt the great glory of 
his triumph. But 62 hours later, the 
Olympic officials marched into his room 
to take back his gold medal. What's worse 
is that it now appears that Johnson wasn't 
the only runner who was doping at those 
Olympics; he was just the only one stupid 
enough to get caught. 
2. Perdita Felicien, 2004 Summer 
Olympics in Athens 
This spot actually goes to all Canadian 
athletes in the Athens Olympics, an event 
that saw little success for the ol' Maple 
Leaf. But Felicien's fall on the first hurdle 
epitomized the entire Olympics from 
Canada's perspective. What started with 
great optimism, stumbled and fell with-
out even making the initial hurdle. 
Felicien was Canada's sure thing in 
Athens, and, like most all of Canada's 
other hopefuls in 2004, she was unable to 
live up to the pressure. 
1. Men's National Hockey Team, 1998 
Winter Olympics in Nagano 
In the world's first best-on-best at the 
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Olympics, Canada failed miserably in 
their attempt to live up to their tradition 
of hockey greatness. Despite their great 
depth, and despite their great talent, the 
Canadian hockey team sorely di'sappoint-
ed. On paper, they had the best team in 
the tournament, but they just couldn't get 
it done when it counted. Special notice 
should go to Coach Marc Crawford who, 
despite his successes in Colorado, was 
too stupid to put Wayne Gretzky-the 
greatest hockey player ever-in his 
shootout line-up. 
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When placing. aa please 
remember .•. 
All ads must be tecei:ved by 
Thursday to be published in the 
foJlowing Wednesday's paper. 
Check your ad for ettors and 
please call or email our offices 
to report any corrections. To 
ensure the integrity of our stu-
dent newspaper, we reserve the 
right to revise, reclassify, edit, or 
refuse your ad 
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Sporty Tip Of The Month 
Lou says, "It doesn't matter what sport 
you play, there's always gonna be some-
one who cheats. That's why you have to 
cheat too. The key is, you've got to be 
better at it than the other guy. Be sly, 
save the cheap shots for when the ref's 
not looking, and always have a friend's 
clean urine sample on hand." 
Send your sporty tip of the week to 
DDP20@hotmail.com and remember, 
you clidn't break the rules if you clidn't 
get caught! 
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Ad Manager I kinggadas@yahoo.com 
for Sale 
Two 128MB Memory 
Modules 
184PIN DDR PC2100 DIMM 
With original packages. 
A Steal at $45! E-Mail me at 
email@scottelliott.com 
1980 Honda CB650 
parts,$5 and up. Email 
redcoat 1812@hotmail.com 
BRAND NEW BenQ 
DW1620 16x DL DVD Writer 
with 1 00-spindle 16x rated 
media for a great price of $130. 
If interested, please contact 
Andre at 
acepccanada@gmail.com 
I Saw You 
I saw you. Then I saw my gyne-
cologist. We need to talk. 
You've been taking a bite out of 
my ham, mustard, lettuce, 
tomato, thinly-sliced cheddar, 
and butter sandwich on whole-
wheat bread when you think 
I'm not looking. But I saw you 
last time, and if I catch you 
doing it again I'm gonna eat 
your children. PS: I love you. 
Services 
Tutor/Proofreader (Ph.D) 
$25 /hour for essays, thesis, etc. 
604.837.1016 
or eclitor888@hotmail.com 
Professional tutor, writing 
coach, and eclitor can help with 
English 130, 106, 112, and 109; 
also Business Communications, 
reports, letters, and resumes. 
Quality guaranteed. The 
Writer's Touch, www.writer-
stouch.net 604.437.6069 
Vancouver Support group for 
stutterers. Every alternate 
Friday, 7-9pm. Room 4310, 
New West campus. For more 
info, contact Mary Rose 
Labandelo: 604.526.1735 
Wanted 
AVON REPRESENTATIVES 
NEEDED! 
Great Earning Potential 
Start up Materials only $20 
Call Crystal at 604.537.9007 
www.interavon.ca/ crystal. belong 
OPTions for Sexual Health 
(formerly Planned Parenthood) 
is looking for volunteers to 
assist on the Facts of Life Line, 
a toll-free, confidential, sexual 
health information and referral 
resource line. Call 
604.731.4552 ext. 224, or visit 
www.optionsfOrsexualhealth.com 
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